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if your sibelius ultimate update plan has expired, this avid 1-year software
updates + support plan for sibelius ultimate lets you reinstate it at an attractive
price. this plan provides you with a year of software updates as soon as theyre
released, and one year of top-tier support from avid, ensuring that your system

remains current with up-to-the-minute releases and upgrades. this 1-year
software updates + support plan is not a subscription. if you choose not to

renew this plan when it expires, the sibelius ultimate software and the updates
youve received are yours to keep. hi philip, many thanks again for the scoring
notes im guarding all the sibelius-ultimate related mails, to have them always
at hand. but now to my real comment related to the actual prices: my actual

renewal is (of course) a 3 years for 2 for which i paid the 199 you mentioned in
this scoring notes (chapter for current perpetual license-holders). my 3 years

will expire on dec 24, 2020, but avid has upped the prices to 107,10 for 1 year
and to 224,91 for 3 years. thats about 18 % more for the 1 year version and

some 13 % more for the 3 year renewal a lot more! working with sibelius from
the first version (just before sibelius 2) and at an age of 89 years, i now maybe
should terminate further renewal plans at least as the proper answer to such
drastic measures from avid.. audioscore ultimate v9.0.0 allows you to open,

transcribe, create the score and transpose cd tracks, mp3, wav, and midi files.
it analyzes the original music in great detail, and you can playback with great
realism. moreover, it also allows the intricate nuances of a performance to be
viewed, played, and edited easily.in conclusion, we can say that avid sibelius

ultimate is a productive application for music distribution and is widely used by
artists.
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